VII.

THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION
AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE
UNDER SOCIALISM

ln examining the degeneration of the Soviet
Union, Ihe two principal classes of modern
society-the bourgeoisie and the proletariat-

bourgeoisie, in order to progress, f rom the
barbaric and outmoded capitalist system to the

have two entirely opposite summations. The sum-

mation of the bourgeoisie, which it promotes in a
thousand ways, is, of course, not based on Marxism and scientific class analysis. The bourgeoisie
does not explain what is happening in the Soviet
Union today on the basis of capitalism having
'been restored through a procqss of acute and
complicated class struggle, but instead dishes up
its favorite line that soctalism is "impractical",
that it is suited only for "backward" countries,

that

it is not viable once modern

industry is

established, that sooner or later it ends up the
same as capitalism, etc., etc,
According to the bourgeoisie, when people are
poor and desperate they may support revolution
even if it takes away their "freedom"-by which
thd bourgeoisie means the "freedom" to be exploited and oppressedl But once people achieve
a certain standard of living they become disinterested in revolution and only concerned with
consumer goods; they get "tired" of the "same
old communist propaganda" and want the
culture and politics of capitalism-an 'teternal"
system, according to the bourgeoisie. Further,
when their party is in power revolutionary leaders
become conservative, cannot resist the temptation to be big shots, and inevitably become new
oppressors lording it over the people. So argue
the bourgeoisie and their ideological hacks. They
point to the experience of the Soviet Union as
proof of all this, and of their "tfieory of human
nature", which .holds, like Christianity with its
doctrine of original sin, that human beings are
essentially self-centered, and will always act out.
of their most narrow selfish intei.ests, which must
be "arbitrated" through the operation oI the
capitalist market.
But the . proletariat and its Marxist-Leninist
leadership draw exactly the opposite conclusion.
^-Far from concluding that mankind will never reach
a higher _form of society - . cotnrlUnism- in
which qlasses, exploitation and oppression, and
material want will be relegated to the history
books, we examine the profound negative example of the festoration of capitalism in.the Soviet
Union in order to better learn how to wage the,
class struggle in all its forms against the

,

lofty goal of,communism.
: And while the experience of the Soviet Union
is a negative example from which we must learn,
there is also historical experience of the class
struggle under socialism which is providing the
answer of how to prevent capitalist restoration
and continue along the socialist road toward
communism. For it is precisely these questions
that are at the heart of China's Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution.
The Cultural Flevolution was, in essence, a
struggle between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie to determrne whether China would
continue to advance on the'socialist road,'or be
turned back onto the capitalist road-which, under the still relatively backward conditions of
China would mean thgt it would be reduced to a
semi-colony of imperialism, in particular Soviet
social-imperialism, and semi-feudal relations
would . re-ernerge in China's countryside. The
Cultural Revolution was the most profound example in the history of the world communist
movement of, in Mao's words, "cgntinuing the
.ievolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat."
It was a mass struggle of hundreds oJ miliions
initiated and led by Mao Tsetung and other revolutionary leaders of the Chinese Communist
Party, on the basis of summing up the experience of the dictatorship of the proletariat and
its subversion and destruction in the Soviet
Union, and the experience of class struggle in
China since liberation in 1949. So mubh for the
bourgeois theory that the masses can't continue
to make revolutio.n and that revolutionary leaders
i nevitably become corru pt, co nservat ive overloids.
The theoreticdl basis for leading the Cultural
Revolution came from the application of dialectical materialism, especially the fundamental law
of the unity of opposites (contradiction) to the
experience of socialist society. A fierce class

struggle has raged

in China ever since

1949,

, when the contradiction between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie came to the fore as,the principal contradiction.
Following the country-wide seizure of power,
immense tasks faced the Chinese people and the
Communist Party in building socialism. The pro-

':
ductive torces were extremely backward, and
China possessed little industry. lt proved even
more necessary in China than in Russid following
the seizure of power to make use of petty
bourgeois and even bourgeois elements from ttle
old society. This was further complicated by the
fact that the first stage of the Chinese revolution
did not immediately aim at socialism, but was
directed against imperialism, fe.udalism and
bureaucrat capitalism (the big capitalists who
were tied in with .the imperiali5ts and used the
state. apparatus as a means of accumulating
capital).

in this struggle the national bourgeoisie, or.
sections of it-those capitalists not completely
tied to the imperialists-sided with the masses of
people, because of the objective contradictions
they faeed with imperialism and feudalism. As
soon as power was seized the struggle between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie centered
around the question of whether China would
carry through the revotution to the socialist
stage, or would insteail pass through an extended period of capitalism. The [atter path was
advoCated by Liu Shao-chi, with his line that "exploitation
' The is a merit."
revolutionary line of Mao Tsetung, which
called for immediately embarking on the socialist
revolution, won out, and by 1956 the transition to
socialist ownership of the means of production
had been essentially completed insofar as the
cities and the industrial enterprises were conceined. At that point Liu Shao-chi tried to subvert socialism and disarm the proletariat and the
Communist Party by declaring that "in China the
question of which wins out, socialism or
capitalism, is already 5olved." ln putting forward
this revisionist line, Liu was aided by the fact that
in the same year Khrushchev came to power and
launched his f renzied attack on MarxismLeninism at the 20th Party Congress in the Soviet
Union, stabbing the entire international communist movement in the bdck and throwing it into great turmoil and confusion.
Only a year later, 'in 1957,,following the basic
transformation ol the Chinese, economy along
socialist lines, and. under conditions where revisionism occupred a powerful position

throughout "the'international communist movement, Mao Tsetung wrote his famous work, On
the Correct Hanidling of Contradictions Among the
People, in which he argued that classes, class
contradiction and class struggle continue to exist
under socialisryr. He pointed out that two types of
contradictions exist-those between ihe people
and the enemy (deposed landlqrds, sections of
the capitalists, and counter-revolutionaries), and
contradictions among the people-for example,
between thg workers and peasants, between the
leaders and the masses; etc. He stressed that
these non-antagoAistic contradictions within the
ranks of the people can develop into antagonistic
contradictions if they are not handled properly.
Even more signlficantly, Mao wrote that, "The
basic contradictions in socialist society are'still
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those between the relations of production and
the productive f orces and between the
superstructure and the economic base."
"Socra/lst relations of production have been
established and are in harmony with the growth of
the productive forces, but they are still far. from
perfect, and this imperfection stands in contradiction to the growth of the proi;dubtive forces. Apart
from harnlony as well as contradiction between the
relations oi production and the productive forces,
there is harmony as well as eontradiction between
the superstructure and the economic base. The
superstructure, consi9ting of the sfafe sysfem and
the laws of the people's democratic dictatorshiip
and the socra/rst ideology guided by Marxism'
Leninism, plays

a

positive role in facilitating the vic'

tory of socra/rst transformation and the esfab/lshment
of the socla/rst organization of labor;'it is suited to

the socla/ist economic base, that is, to the socia/lst
relations of production., But survivals of bourgeois
ideology, , certein bureaucratic ways of doing
things in our state organs and defects in certain
links in our state institutions are in contradiction
with the socialist economic base." (emphasis
added)

Later in the same work Mao wrote,

"Ihe c/ass struggle is by no means over. The class

struggle between the proletariat and the

bourgeo:isie. the c/ass struggle between different
political forces, and the c/ass struggle in the
idbological field between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie will c.ontinue to be long and tortuous
and at times even become very acute. The proletariat seeks fo transtorm the ryortd according to its
awn world outlook; and so does the bourgeoisie. ln
fhls respect the question of which will win out,
socialism or capitalism, is still not really settled."
(emphasis

added)

i

Thus, Mao directly refuted the ievisionists, pnd
indicated the general course for the transition
period of socialism, between capitalism and communisnrnointing to the danger of capitalist
restoration and the need to continue the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat,
throughout the socialist period.
, The period from 1957 until the Cultural Revolution was marked by sharp claSs struggle, in
China, and by m'any twists and tiirns in the
Chinese Revolution. For example, in 1957 many
bourgeois rightists took advantage of Mao's call
to "let a hundred flowers blossom, let a hundred
schools of thought contend" to launch an all-out
attack on the Communist Party, the dictatorship
of the proletariat and socialisna. They advocated
"liberalization"-in other words, a return to
capitalism.

igSA anO 1959 were the years of the Great
,Leap Forward when the Chinese people consolidated and expanded the syptem of collective
ownerghip in the countryside by establishing
.People's Communes, and also made great strides
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in developing industry; including small-pcale and
diversified enterprises throughout the country.
But, like every significant advance of the proletariat in the class struggle, the Great Leap
Forward called forth desperate resistance and
satiotage by rightists and counter-revolutionaries
in tl.re Soviet Union, in China and Within the
Chinese Communist Party itself.
These reactionaries seized on the fact that the
Great Leap Forward, like all truly powerful social
movements, inevitably caused certain temporary
diglocations in the Chinese economy, which in
1959€1 were combined with a series of natural

disasters, including drought and llooding,
seriously undermining agricultural output. The
revisionists within the Chinese iComrnunist Party
iumped on this to slander and attack the Great
Leap Forward.

The Khrushchev revisionists in the Soviet
Union did their utmost to compound the difficulties and support their counterparts in China
by withdrawing all Soviet aid, and recalling
thousands of technical persgnnel, whd had been
assisting in the development of Chinese industry.
This was done suddenly, without warning and in
one fell swoop. Not only were the technicians recalled, but they took blueprints and plans with
them. The Soviet revisionists hoped to use
economic bl.ackmail to force the Chinese to submit to the cdunter-revolutionary line being
pushed from Moscow, and to sabotage the
general line of the Chinese Party for buildihg
s6cialism, formulated by Mao Tsetung, as "Going
all out, aiming high and achieving greater, faster;
better and more economical results in building

socialism."
During and after the three difficult years
.1959€1,
the revisionist forqes
the
:

in

Chinese

Communist Party, led by Liu Shao-chi, work€d
feverishly to drag China onto the capitalist road.
Under the guisp of developing production, these
rightists encouraged and promo{ed many of the
methods and p'Olicies endorsed bnd enqouraged
by the Soviet revisionists. lri the fhctories the
sy$tem of bonuses, piece work, etc. became very
widespread, reliance was placed on "material incenlives", and in many instances control was left
almost entirely in the hands of factory directors
and technical personnel. Corruption was not unheard of, and corrupt factory officials sought,
and aften received, pr-gtection from higher
authorities in Liu's "political machihe."
The bourgeois elements paid special attention
to worming their way into the critical sphere of

the

superstructureJthe schools,

the

press,

literaryland artistic circles-where th€y would be
in a position to hinder the development and dissemination of the proletarlan world vierei and in
its place spread bourgeois ideology. Mao often

pointed Qut that any class wanting to seize
power firdt had to "create public opiniont', and
this is precisely what the capitalist roaders were
doing at an ever-increasing rate.
Mao waged sharp eriticism of the Ministry of
Culture, which was dominated by the ievisionists

under the. leadershi$ of Liu. Mao .said that ,'lf it
refuses to change, it should, be renamed the

Ministry of Emperors, Kings, Generals and
Ministers, the Ministry of Talents and Beauties or
the Ministry ol foreign Mummies"t He also said
that the Ministry of Health shoutd be renamed
the "Ministry,of Health for Urban Overloidsl" '
The immediate forerunnbr of the Cultural
Flbvolution was the SoCialist Education Movement which began in 1,963 under Maq's
leadership. During this struggle Liu Shao-chi did
his best to suppress the movement of the mabses
and to actuaily direct the focus of the struggle
aEainst Mao's line and the proletariat. At a meeting of the Central Committee at the end of 1964,
which summed up the directibn of the Soclalist
Education Movement, Mao wrote that "The main
target of the present-movement is those Farty
persons in power taking the capitalist road."
Thus, for'the. first tirne, Mao bluntly indicated
that the maiii target was not merely the exlandlords or old capitalists, but ' precisely
bourgeois forces within the Communist Party anil
especiTlly in its teadership, who were attempting
a capitalist restoration.
It became crystal clear to Mao and the revolutionaries in the Chinese Communist Party that
the Chinese Revolution was reaching a iritical
juncture and that if sonrething wasn't done the
capitalist roaders would inevitably seize power.
As Mao wrote in 1963, if tht Party did not pay attention to class struggle, "then it would not be
lbng,, perhaps only several years or a decade, or
serreral decades at most, before a counterrevolutionary restoration on a national scale
would inevitably occur ..."
Of course, the class'struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie had been very sharp
in China since Liberati6nl, and in that sense the
Cultural Flevolution was nothing. h€w: But previous struggles had not been adequate to prevent bourgeois forces in China from,gaining increasing positions of poraier within the Party and
state. Essentially, the previous struggles between
two lines in the Chinese Communist Party:had
.

been resolved by dismissing the,capitalist.
ro.aders from their posts. Often this had begn

ac-

cOmpanied by attempts at involving the participation of the masses through mass meetings, de-

monstrations and the likel But, as in the-Soviet
Union under Stalin, the suppression of capitalist
elements had never been conducted primarily by
the masses themselies, even though this hai
been eombined with education among the
masses and had their support.
'earlier
As, we have seen in
chapters dealing
with the class struggle under socialism in the
Soviet Union, tne rn'dttioO of handlirlg the fight
against capitalist roaders mainly "from above",
failed to [emper the working class and the
masses of people in the heat of battle and to fully combat one.of the. main pillars qf bourgeois
ideotogy-Ihat the masses cannot take mitters
into their own hands, but must rely on a few
"saviors" and "geniuses" to solve their problems,

,
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"at the top" succeeded in
e'timipating certai.n individual ceunte,r, revolutionaries who pased an immediate threat to
. prolqtafian rule and socialism, it did not
ihoroughly enable the masses of people to learn
through their own , experience in struoglegtiided Qy a Marxist-Leninist. line..and
,WhiJe gtruggle

leadership-what.the essence of the ideologie,al
and political line of these reactionaries'was,..${,go
it did not solve the problem of training .lgvofgtionaiy '6uccessors ,tor the proletaliat, as \4Eo
puts it. So, in the Soviet Union, once a leader of
Stalin's stature and prestige died, the capitat,ist
el'ements were able to seize power through. a
, coup, and then it was they , and not the pro]etarian revolutionaries who were able to use,,the
o'fficiat.apparatus.of the Party and. state-to suppress revolutionaries

of the Cultural Revolutign
wrote, "ln the, past . we
in
rural
waged struggles
areas, in factories, in
Early in the course

. (February 1967), , Mao
.

the cultural field, and we carried. out the socialist
educa-tion movement. But atl this failbd to solve
the problem because we did not find a fbrm, a
method, to arouse the broad masses to expose
our dark aspect openly, in an all-around way and
from below." The Oultural Revolution was that
form and method.
:
It began in 1966 with a vigorous struggle to
.transform Peking Opera, symphonic music, and
.ballet which had changed very. littld during the
.peliod of, socialism and still essentially reflected
,the. bour:geois and feudal outlook of the old exploiting classes. On May 16, 1960, the Cential
.Committee .of 'the Chinese Communist Party
published a "Circular" drawn up under Mao's
persohal guidance which set the general line for
the Cultural revolution. The Circular called for: the
unfolding of a vigorous struggle against bourgeois
academic authorities, and to repudiate bourgeo'is
ideas in the realm of education, literatuie and art.,
.

ln this Circular Mao points out that "To

it is at the same time necessaff to
criticize and repudiate those representatives, of
the bourgeoisie who have sneaked into the p4r!y,
the government, the army and all sphereS.,Of
culture . .. . Some are still trusted by us and .are
being trained as' successors, p-ergons !'il.te
Khrushchev, for example, who are still nestling
beside us." Thus, .the Cultural Revolution w'as,
from the first, not simply a movement to criticize
bourgeois ideology and bourgeois represqntatives in the field of culture, education, etc.; Uut
. a revolutionary struggle directed at overthrowing
people in high places in the Party and state who
, had hctually entr:enched lhemselves in power in
'not
, many spheres of society-thouglr they had
yet seized control of the whole state apparatus
and actually begun restoring capitalism. ..i
ln August 1966, a woman student at Pekilg
Universi[y'put up'a big charaiter poster critigiz:
i1g the director of the school and accusing him
ol following the capitalist road. Not many days
achieve 'this

later ihe posier came to'thb' attention ot Mdp,
who had it published in the daily p;ess. By lhe
neit morning the walls of Peking University wele
'cover-ed wit-h
, Bosters criticizing the bourgeois
line in education, and struggling out different
ideas. ln a very short time suth posters bould be
seen all over China, in every school, factory,
commune and institution.
ln addition to the big character posters. fruge
ddbates took place in which the burning quqstions of the Cultural Revolution were battled out.
Officials, some of whom were actually counter'.revplutionarie$ ahd others of whom were honest
but nad madte sqr:ious mistakes and fallen under

'

revisionist inf lu6nce, were called before mass
lmeetings and forced to answer to the critiblsms
of the people.
Millions of revolutionary young people car.ne to
Peking wherg they were greeted by Mao himself
'to continue making revolution. ,
, and encour:aged
,"lt is right t6 rebel against ireactionaries," Mao
'told these "Hed Guards", and this became a
'rallying cry .of the Cultural Revolution. The
cuiturit Revolution'was not a "clever scheine:'
by Mao to axe his rivals in Party leadership, as
,the bourgeois "scholais" slander, but a means of
unleashing the p-ower of the masses, of enabling
'them
to strike bdck at the abuses anQ reactionary
,polictes of thei revisioni.sts that werer oppressing
' thern, and to smash the "headquarters" of these
rg,negadqs who. were qttenpting to restore
,

capitalism.

, For a pi-'t'iod of time the face of China was
'fiarked"
Oy .iremenOous upheaval. Virtr.lallyrevgry
cadre of the Communist Party, at all levels, came
.,,under the closest scrutiny of th9 masses' Every
aspect of society was criticized and struggled
' over. Formal education came to. a standstill, and
proiluction was disrupted for cer, in many places.
tain periods. The agents of the b.ourgeoisie, once
the iire iame clos-e to them, aitempteO to split
. the masses into hostile organizations and direct
the attention of the masses against each other,
and in some cases honest reiolutionaries were

*rongiV accused of being counterrevolutionaries.

.

The revisionists clamored that things were ggt-

ting out of hand, just as reactionary forces
I always do when the masses rise up in struggle.
,'.

But,,-bs Mao had.written about the pe-asant upris-

ing in Hunan Province 40 years earlier,
li'Proper timits haie to be exceeded in order to right
"g
wrong, or etse the wronE cA:nno.t be righted',
ptx :about the peasants 'going' too 191'
?hose
'" se"* atiino
first to be diffeient froni,those who say 'i.t's
" terrible!' as
lnentioned'earlier, but in essence they
' proceed , from
the salme standpoint .and likewise
"riiie'i
theory that upholds the interests of
tiandlord
'
privileged cksses ".
,' ,ihe
Even some honest but misquided people Were
"lt s terrible!"'
temporarily sucked into the line that
"going
too far"'
thai the Cunuial ievolution was
ln the midst of all this turmoil, however, Mao an'd
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headquarters
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in the

Party

surnmed up that the situation in China had hever
before been so excellent! The fierce struggle, the
twists and turns of the. mqvement, became one of
the greatest schools of Marxism-Leninism the
world has ever seen.
- .ln January, 1967, the struggle reached a new

stage when revolutionaries in Sfanghai built an
alliance;of revolutionary mass drganizations,'the
People's Liberation Army, and the revolutionary
'cadres of the Party to seize power from the
Shanghai Municipal Party Committee which had
been dominated by capitalist roaders. tFor the
'' first time in the fristory' of the socialist 'system,
the masses of people had oVerthrown part of the
state apparatus wh ich no longer derved
socialism, by direct action and from below! Mao
and the Central Committee surnmed up the expeirience of the January Uprising in Shanghai
and "called on revolutionaries to unite to Seize
, power throughout China and regain iontrol of all
institutions usurped by the capitalist roaders.
Following the seizure of power by the,masses
in those institutions in which the proletariat had
lost power, and developing concurrently with the
movgment to seize power, was the process the
Chinese r refer to ,as "struggle, criticism,
tr'ansformation"-the pr'ocess of further revolutionizing the relations of production to more fully
correspond to the forces of production and
transforming the superstructure , to more ful.ly
reflect the socialist economic base. This process
is still going on in China and will continue in different forms thr;ough many different struggles.
Many oJ the questions of how to wage class
struggle under socialism and prevent capitalist
restoration are still unanswered by the Chihese
experience, or answered only tentatively.
Nevertheless, it is possible to see the tremendo.us
changes which have taken place in China as a
. result of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu
tion,

1. Education
The process of educating the youth plays a
crucial role in any society. ln bourgeois society
education serves essentially to i4culcate young
people with the ideology of the bourgeoisie and
to train them with the necessary skilf s and
knowledge to serve the capitalists (though the
kind of practical'training differs according to the
kind of "service"-in other words, it is different
for different classes). Under the socialist system
education must help train successors to the proletarian reyolution as well as impart the
knowledge and skills necessary to further develop the socialist economy'and the productive
forces.
When the country wds liberated

in 1949, China
inherited its educational system from the old
society. Until the Cultural Revolution, education,
especially higher education, remained much the
as it had been before Liberation and in
"same
many ways was similar to education-in Western
capitalist society. Entrance to the universities was

determined by exams, a practice which, as in our
cguntry, effectivgly eliminated the vast majority of
the sons and daughters of working people.
The universities themselves were dominated by
bourgeois 'lauthorities" who did their ,best to
make schooling more'complicated than it needed
to be, stressed bourgeois ideas of trying to make
a "career'' for oneEelf, and generally separpted
theory from practice-that is- separaied sciejnce
from production, and social science from clasi
struggle. Professors who had rarely, if pver, sben
the inside of a steel plant, and who certainly hdd
never labored ,there; lectured on the process ot
making steel. Teachers lectured on agriculture
Who (as it later turned out,when they went to do
work in the fields as a result of the Cultural
Revolution).didn't know how to plant crops right
side up.
ln $eneral, the faculty of the schQols; despite
the fact that many if not.most sincerely support- -ed'the socialist system, carried on in the tradi.
tional bourgeois way. The system of education
was completely out of whack with the new
socialist order.
Students and young people generally played a

crucial role in the Ctlltural Revolution as
pathbreakerb, daring to challenge reactionary
bourgeois authorities. But the stu'dents, limited
by their relationship to production and weaknesses in their ideologlcal stand flowing lrom
their position in society, were nbt able to com
plete the transformation of the educational
system by themselves. And, in the final analysis;

the revisionist line in education could be defeated only by mass struggle throughout society to
rout the bourgeois heapquarters.
At a certain point in the Cultural Revolution,
Mao called on the workers, peasants and fighters
in the People's Liberation Army (PLA) to take
command of the schools. This was a key part of
safeguarding and strengthenihg the diciaiorShip
of the proletariat, and was a direct expression of
the policy formulated by Mao in the call that
"The working class must exercise leadership in
everything.'
One of the

first tasks of the workers, peasants
and PLA fighters in exercising leadership in the
schools was to assist the students and revolutionary sections of the.faculty in forging a revolutionary alliance and to put an end to the fierce
battles going on within the ranks of the student
rebels in pany places (some of these battles, including ones that involved heavy physical combat, were later proven to 'have been instigated by
counter-revdlutionaries). Thirty thousand workers
were rallied behind Mao's call to take control of
the campus of Tsinghua University, a technical
school near Peking, and to put an end to th€
state of warfare that existed there.
A number of workers were killed and 'many
others wounded by students misled by counterrevolutionaries into fanatical factlonalism. But the
workers did not retaliate. lnstead they won the
students over, convincing them to put down their

,
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to the method otiiolotog'icat

struggle,'by using this method thdmselves while
ducking bullets and other weapons
.at
times. This was a tremendously inspiring examof
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powerful demonstration of why the working-class
must exgrcise leadership in everything!
Once the working class had taken iontrol ai
Tsinghua and other'educational institutions, Mao
called on representatives of .the workers to stay
permanently in the schools and help further revolutionize them. Since that time profound
.changes have taken place in China's educational
system.

'The
old system of exams has been tossed out
the window. Today, after completing middle
sphool (high school), all young people in China
go to work in the factories, on the communes, or
in the army for a minimum of two years. AdmiSSion to^universities is then based largely on
the'recommendation of one's fellow workers,who look at the applicant's attitude toward
manual labor, his or her class stand and enthusiasm in building socialism as key standards
to judge whether he or she will make a good
choice for a university student. Students recommended and finally selected arei those,who their
. fellow workers and the Party feel Will use their
education to advance socialist revolution and not
to build their individual careers.
The content of studies'i,n the schools has also
changed dramati-eally. The period of schoolirig
has been shortened and the course matter
simplified. Today the universities concentrate on
science, engine'ering and, technolpgy, as well as
the study of Marxism-Lgninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought, closely linked with practical struggle.
Such thlngs as philosophy, literature and art are
also taught, but these subiects are no longer the
private property of "educated" people alone.
They have become the property of the entire
Chinese people. The Euiding principle of education js to link,theory with practice, and to make
furthel strides in overcoming the contradiction
between mental and manual labor, while training
skilled personnel to contribute to socialist construction and successors of the working class to
continue making socialist re-volution.
Now when students learn the science of fertllizing 'crops, for example, they learn by doing as
well as studying. They do eve;ything from the
gathering of manure to wolking ,in chemical
fertilizer plants. Thus, the knowledge they gain is
all-sided and is directly linked with the needs and
experiences o,f the ,workers and peasants in
building socialism.
, Not only are students for the universities how
chosen from among. the workers, peasants and
soldiers, but other workers pitay a ve;y important
role in the class room., They aie frequently invited to talk from their own experience on the
scientific and technical subjects being studied,
btrt even more than that to help revolutionize the
of the students by speaking to them
'thinking
about the class struggle, about the otd society,
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damental principles and profound signifibance iif
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.Marxism-Leninisrn-Mao Tsetung Thought.

The relationship betweed students

and

teachers has also been radically changed. No
lohger are teachers the unquestioned iulers of
the class ;roo1?1. Criticism and struggle among
. teqchers and students has replaced blind obedience. This; too, is i product and reflection of
the exercise of ieadershif by the working class in
education and all spherei of society, of the
breaking down, under this leadershib, of the
bourgeois structureiof "authority", and reliance,
in its place, on ideological and politibal line.
, These great changes in education represent a
decisive defeat for the bourgeoisie, and a great
.advance for the proletariat, in'the class strugglg,
the sphere of the superstructure, anfl in the.
' in
relations of production-in dealing with the coritradictioh betyveen mental and manual labor in
-particular:i
This in turn has pushed forward the
devdlopment of the forces of production, spurring production and scientific experimentation.
But these are only beginning steps and only'an
initial advance in the long and complicated class
struggle to completely transform society and
eventually wipe out the class contradictions resulting from capitalism.
2. The Relationghip Between Town and Country
The division between the cities and the countryside is one of the major contradictibns that
has to be resolved in making the transition to
communism. The cities in China today, as in the
Soviet Union under Lenin and Stalin, are characterized by a more advanced mode of production
and relations of production. The dominant form
of socialist ownership in the, cities
rs state
ownership of industry, while in 'China's countryside socialist ownership is at a lciwer stage,
collective ownership by the people's communes,
which each own a part of the land and sell their
products to the state-a form of commodity exchange.

,

,

Agrlculture in China is still characterized by relatively''backward forces of production; there is
still little mecha.nization, though it is beginning to
develop on a broader scale. To make the transition to full state ownership will require a long
period of difficult struggle, to develop.the productive forces in agriculture, build industry in the
countryside, and strengthen the proletarian consciousness of the masses of peasants.
This -can be done only in planned harmony
with the development of industry in the cities'and
the raising of the class consciousness of the
workers through the course of class struggle, the
struggle for production and scientific experimentation. As we noted earlier, the complete transition to communism can only be carried through
on the basis of overcoming the contradiction
between. the workers and peasants, as well as
between town and country (and between mbntal
and manual labor) so that everyone in society will

'
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'have become conscious communist-werkers, and

hospitals and clinicp F.rq, mgfe ggared to'meelipg
the nee<js'of thd peiacaii'ts. At the samti tiine;,the
university-trained doctors take part in production.
together with the p.easants, ln this way the
l:ouqgeois "division of labor" is attacked '.'frorn'
tw-o' sides"*peasants". are trained as, doctois,
while doctors work in the fields and learn from

the basis of'class division in society wil[

have'
..:
has .. provided a

:
beenelimindted.
Ihe. Cultdral Flevolution
powerful impetus for furtherl reVolutionizihg
China's countryside for strengthening thi
'

workerlpeasan! alliance, and for making grdater
.strides toward the eventual elimination of distinction between cities and the"rural areas. An important part of this has been, the poliiy o1 qenOing
large numbers of young people in the cities to
the countryside after they complete their middle'
schoot education. This his had'at lbast'thiee,,important effects.
First, it integrates these young people with,rthe

3|Lit€ralure brid Art:
t,':

g,reat masses of the
peeple**
' approximately 80% of whomChi,nese,
are stilt.peasqnts;.

and links them closely with agricultural produc-

tioR, which is the Oasrs.qf the, economy {wh,ile industry is the lead ing' f acto r):ag ri cultr,rlre Orgvides
raw materials and markets for industry, while in-

,

dtrstry supplies'agriculture with the. means of

.(all'of this regulated' by, soclalist
planning, not a capitalist market).
Secon{ the influx 'of educated young people
helps provide the countryside with people.with
basic technical training and therefore'aids. in
mechanizing agriculture and building up industry
in the'eountryside. And third, this policy helps to
reverse the movement of population'from rthe
countryside to..the cities, ,a 'characteristic, of
capitalism that will lspontaneously", persist un.
ddr s6cialism unless consciously. cornbatted with
socialist planning and principtes. ln fact, untit.the
Cultural Revolution this pattern "did persist, in
China, but now.the cities of China,have a stable
.population,'and in some,cases,have decreased in
population, while population,'is -growing,.at a
ptanned rate.in; the countryside and the bor:de,r
mechanization

regions.

.' '(

- ln addition to the counter-revolutionaries who
tried to exercise dictatorship over literature and
art, there were largb numbers of writers and
artists who, while sincerely supporting

The tremendous changes that have taken place,
Chinese medicine, which never cease to
amaze foreign' visitors, have al'so had profound
effects on China's couniryside, aRd contribute to

in

eientually overcoming fhe contra.diction'between
towri and country. and between mental and
manual labor. ln addition to tUll sca!6 dOctois,
huge numbers of what the Chinese-cait,;'barefooi
doctors" have been trained to handle most of the
health needs of 'the Chinese peasantS,"curing
common illnesse^s, 'setting broken bones, disseminating bjrth control informatip,n, etc. And the

the

socihlist state, nevertheless had not yet broken
ideologically with the.old society. The ievisisnists
discouragbd the reinolding of writers and artists;
and hoped to use them as a social base for
capital ist restoration.
'The struggle in the sphere of litbratur.e anil art;
was one of the key battles in the Cultural Revolu-

tion and through this struggle great advances
have been made in :creating ilew works of

' , .'.:,l

Encouraging the development of small-scale in"dustry on the people's communes had'been.a
'policy of the Communist.Party since the period
of the Great Leap Forwaid. But'under, the .liberating influence of the Cultural Revolution, the pro-cess of building- industry by relying on locai in:itiative and utilizing local resources took great
strides. Large numbers of factories have been set
up in the rural areas, primarily to aid agriculture
(fertilizer. and pump factoiies, etc.), and to serve
the needs of the peasants (for exarhple; small

s:,1

;46:pointed out earlier,.one of .the first targets,
of.tfhe .Cu{tur,al Revolutiqn waS the';field of
liierature and ar:t. Many fields of art were virtuaJly,,
unehanged .since befor:e , Libefation, inclucli.ng.
Fsking Opera,,syrnlhonic, rnus.ic, the baHet, etc.
Aneient themes and foreign bourgeois works.andr
characters from the old exploiting clapses,
d:orninated the stage: The, counter+evoiutionaries ;.
who had wormed into the Comrnunist Party did
their. best to prevent the revolutionization ,of
literature and art and used,their.monopoly of the,
stage and the print shops to try to create puhlic
opinion for. the restoration of capitalism. Thinly.
veiled attacks on socialism, the Parrty. and Maor
appeared in the form of h,istorical writings and

"-

literature and art that truly serve the interests of
th'e workers and peasants in making revolution
and building sociilism. Such operas-as "Taking
Tiger Mourrtain by StrateEy" and."The Red Lanterh'', and. revolutionary ballets like "The Red'
Detachment of Women" harie transfOimed'art accbrding to the outlook. of the proletariat, repldc.
ing the old "heroes" on the-stage--emperors,
tdndlords, beauties and ghosts-with truly heroic
iiiiages of workers, pehsants, and soldier's'of the
Fbople's Army. Land'lords, capitalists and countei:revolutionaries still appear
in these models of
proletarian art, but they 'do not occupy '1'ceriter
sfage." They are presented as objects of the conternpt and hatred of the masses-;truck down by
the revolutionary struggle of the people.
The: changes in literatur-e and art have 'also
been seen in the fur,ther integration of the arts
with the life of the people Now symphonies,
gymnastic .teams, . drama troops, and other
cultural woikers actively seek out the people,
perfor-ming in the "factories, cemmqnes, , p_arks,
eto.l.And cultural workers take part in production
and learn from the working people in the proCtis5.

;
At the same time, hew writers and artists have
come. forward from the ranks ol the workers and
peasants, and throughout China art and cultural
groups are flourishing among the working people, alongside the regular art "and cultural
workers. This, too, is a further step in breaking
down the divisiqn between "professional" artist6
and the masses of people.
But the class struggle in the spher:e of
literature, art and culture generally is still very
sharp; and in,one form or other, the bourgeoisie
.attempts to re.assert its influence'in rthis, sphere
and drive the proletariat off the stage. The ctass
struggle here is particularly acute, because..art
and culture are tremen-dous weapons . i* the
hands'of any class in putting forward. its world

outlook and crea'ting public opinion'. The
bourgeoisie can use .literature and art to put
forwirtd its reactidnary outlook and pof icies,

spreading in subtle ways reactionary ideas that it
cannot oveltly propagate.
The proletariat cannot rule and transform
society according to its outlook if it does not
have hegemony in literature and art, because as
Mao Tsetung'explained, more than 30 years ago
ln his talks at.the Yenan Forum on Literature and

life is the only source of
art and is incomparably livelier and
richer in carttent, the people aie,not satisfied with
life alone.and demantd literature.and art as well.
Vlthy? Beclause, whita both are beautiful, /lfe as
reflected in woiks of literature and art can and
ought to be on a higher plane, more intense, more
concentrated, marb typical, nearer the ideal and
"Although man's socra/
literatuire and

theretore more universal than actual everyday lite^
Revolutienary literature and art shou/d crea.te a
variety of characters out of .real life arld help the
ln ttle world to'
/nasses propel history forward.
day alt culture, all literature and.art belong to definrte c/asses and are geared to ddfinite political
tines. There is. in fact no such thing as art for art's
sake, art tfial stands above c/asses, art that is dePolitics,
tached from or independent of politics
whethef revolutionary'or counter-revolutionary, is the
Struggle of c/ass against c/ass, nof the actiuity ol a

...

...

lew individuals. The revolutionary struggle on

the
ideotogicial and artistic tronts must be-subordinate

b

the ,politicial .struggle because only. through

politics can the needs of the c/ass and the, masses
find expression in concenlrated torm."

All this.ig whythe class struggle in thb sphdre
of culture is still very sharp in China.today, and
will continue, to be one ,of the key arenas of
struggld between Marxism and revisionism,
between the proletariat and the bourgEoisie, until
classes and class struggle hav'e disappeared.

4) "Grasp Revolution, Promote Produclion"-Th?
Furlher Revolullonizlng of the Mode ol Productlon

- One of the main theoretical weapons.of the revisionists in'the Soviet Union and elsewhere is

the argument that once the working itass. has
seized cohtrol of the means of production; the
contradiction between the productive forces and
the relatioqs of production completely cepsesito
exist. As we saw in earlier chapters, this argument was repbatedly. raised by the caqiialist
roaders in :the Soviet Union, 'both before and
after Stalin's death. i
Statin argued forcefulty against this line P
Economic Probtems of Socra/lsm in the USSB,
published just' one year before his death. ln
answering the revisionist economist Yaroshenko.,

,

Stalin wrote that:
'

"Aur preseni retations of production .... fully confalm to the growth of the praductive farces and
hetp them to advance at seven-league strides. 8qt
it wwl.d'be,wrong lo rest easy.at.that and to think
that there are no contradictiofis between our p{o:
ductive forces and the relations of production "'

here is

what

essentrally
Stalin says
\ ,What
wrote in On the Correct Handling of Contradictions-

Mao

that dnder socialism there is both harmony and
c6ntradiction between the forces and relations of

'

.production.

And Stalin warns that failing- to grasp this
would lead to a situatidn where the l'relations of
production might become a serious brake.on the
further development of the productive forces."
But Stalin only implies and does not fully draw
the conclusion that Mao draws-lhat classes and
class struggle continue to exist throughout the
socialist period. (Mao, of course, draWs on ,the
experience of the Soviet Union as well as the expeiienceof building socialism in China.)
ln'China it is the fact that the relations of production are, inr the main,'in har:mony with the
forces of productioh that accounts for the
tremendous'Erowth in produciion since Liberation. But the relationS of productlon still continue
to lag behind the development qf the productive

orces. Contradictions betweqn mental and
manual labor, the pbrsistence of wages differing
among different workers according to the
socialist principle of "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his work" (skilled
workers higher paid than less skiUed, workers in
heavy industry higher paid than workers in light
industry, etc.), the, contradiction between workers
and peasants-thqse and other distinctions
between people in the productive process are
survivals of the. capitalist era and continue .to
hold back the development of the . productive
f

forces.

.

The ldvisionists try to blur over these con:
tradictiQns; afld deny the fact that cl6ss struggle
still exists lrnder socialism, is, in fact, what propels society forward and:where the, proletariat
has,the upper hand and' is in control of society-;
feads to the further development of the productive forces. lnstead, the revisioflists argue that
once ownership of the m'eans.of production has
,been sbcialized, thgn the only task of the work-'
ing class is to "develop the productive forces"-

,
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to produce, in effect, for production's sake. But
as we showed in Chapter lll, socialism can only

be built and communism reached on the basif of
the
ever-expanding consciousness of the working
.
people of the aims and plans of production, and
their.increasing control over the-productive process on this basis. Without this; production as an
end in itself only serves and ref lects the interests of
the bourgeoisie and capitalism.
ln Ghina the revisionist line on production was
vigorously promoted by Liu Shiao-chi and was
revived, after Liu's downfall, by 'Lin Piao dnd
Chen Po-ta, who tried to say that the main contradiction in China was rtot that between the proletariat bnd the bourgeoisie, but "between the
advanced socialist system and the backward
econornic base." This is nothing but the
bourgeois method of mechanical materialism and
its "theory of productive forces", which is upheld
_by the revisionists, Trotskyites and other agents
of the bourgeoisie in the revolutionary ranks.
This "theory" says that a high level of development of the productive forces automatically leads
to socialism and communism and, convetsely,

where the productive forces are still on a relatively low level of development, it is impossible
to build socialism. This negates the experience of
socialist revolution and socialist construction in
Russia and Chini, and because it liquidates the
dynamic and revolutionary factor of 'the. people
themselves, and hence eliminates the need for
class struggle and reVolution.
The Cultural Revolution struck a powerful body
blow at this bourgeois line. The Cultural Revolution unleashed a torrent of mass criticism and
struggle against 'sUCh things as reliance on
material incentives and one-man management in
the plants., This struggle was," in the final
analysis, directed against the capitalist roaders
who were underm'ining control of production by
the working class.
Criticism is a form of destruction, and as Mao
has Stressed, "without destruction there can be
no construction." With the dethronement of
capitalist roaders and mass repudiation of their
bourgeois methods, the working class was faced
with the crucial task of further revolutionizing the
relations of production-of developing new
methods of running the enterprises and the
whole of China's economic life in a way which
more fully corresponds to socialist ownership of
the means of production and the development of
modern industry and agriculture. The process of
developing these forms and methods through
continuing class struggle has not yet been completed, and cannot be completed as long as theclass contradictions remain, but many of the
changes that have already been made get at the
essence of what the Cultural Revolution was all
about*'
Today in China, administrative and technical personnel are required to participate in collective
labor. This takes the form of working a few days
a week, or a few months a year, on the assembly
line, or in the countryside. The workers and

peasants are encouraged and led by the Party to

criticize mistakes of the administrators and
leaders, either by talking with them individually,
at public meetings, and through posting written
criticidms. Workers in a plant will discuss production quotas and lnake criticisms or suggest
modif ications.

The system of-lconuses to disguise piece work,
etc., has been eliminated.,The salary gapbetween
administrative and technical personnel and the
rank and filb worker's is being progressively narrowed. Forms of more collective management,
for example the revolutionary committees or
workers' management teams, have been developed, and their members are chosen through
the joint consultation of the workers and the Party committee. The system.of work rules has been
revamped and many unnecessary bureaucratic
restrictions
and "red tape" have been scraped.
- All'of these
revolutionary changes have had the
effect of liberating the productive forces. Since
the Cultural Revolution the rate of development
of industry in China has greatly increased and
both the quantity and quality of goods has improved. Once the working people firmly regained
the initiative they succeededr in 'making many
technical innovations and improvements. Story
after story is reported in Chinese literature oi
how workers invented new machinery and
m.anufactured it from scrap materials, how whole
new products have been created out of what was
formerly "waste."
ln addition to the workers coming forward daily in the course of their work to bring up suggestions for producing things more quickly and efficiently, teams have been set up which combine
technical personnel with revolutionary cadres
and veteran workers to develop new processes.
Once certain bourgeois ideas were overcome,
like "this is impossible because it has never been
done before", or "they don't do it this way in the
'advanced' countries", the workers accomplished
things that alt of the bourgeois "experts" claimed
werq impossible-like buiHing a 10,000-.ton ship in
39 days on a dry dock equipped only for 5,000-ton
ships.

All these and many other advances are living
proof of the correctness of the socialist principle
of putting "politics in command", as formulated
by Mao Tsetung. lt is a big defeat for the
bourgeoisie and itd revisionist hacks who claim
that nothing can get done unless profit is put in
command, as the revisionists have done in the
Soviet Union in restoring capitalism.
We have seeh in previous chapters that under
socialism, it is still necessary to take into account
the profitability of variods enterprises. But this is
a necessity tf,rat the working class strives to constantly limit and finally eliminate in the advance
toward communism. And while in socialist society it is necessary, in general, for enterprises to
make a profit sq the state can accumulate more
funds for the development of production, it is
just as true that the question of profit can and
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must be subordinated to the needs of the people
and the long term tasks of socialist construction.
For example, it may be necessary for industry
producing agricultural machinery-tractors and
the like-to function at a loss for an ex(ended
period of .time to further the mechanization of
agriculture and solidify the worker-peasant alliance.

This is possible under socialism, where the
working class, through itS'state power, collectively controls the surplus of society and assigns it
to the different branches of the economy and
particular enterprises on the basis of an allaround socialist plan. But it is impgssible by putting profits, instead of the revolutionary politics
of the working,class, in command. This can lead
to capitalism and therefore to constant dislocations in the economy and anarchy of production.
The Cultural Revolution also affected the relatioriship between different industrial enterprises
and between industry and the people as'a whole.
Once the concept of. putting profits in command
was smashed, the factories were able to produce
what the needs of socialist construction required,
even if in certain instances it was "unprofitable."
Workers from one factory how visit another that,
say, buys machinery f rom the f irst factory. They examine how the machines they produced are
working out, ask the workers in the other plant
for criticism and go back to hold discussions in
their own plant on how to further improve the
equipment.

Factories producing consumer goods solicit
opinions directly from the masses on what new
products are need-ed, what criticisms people have
of the existing goods, and so on. One example
which illustrates this was a factory that produced
rain coats. Workers from the plant visited a commune where the peasants were planting rice and
observed that the ends of the coats dragged in
the water. As a result, they returned to the plant
and put ip another set of buttbns that could be
used to keep the coat out of the mud. And all of
this is carried out within the overall socialist
plan, by relying on the maises, putting politics in
rthrough the separation of
command and breaking-each
working people from
oiher in the process
of producing so that they can increasingly produce consciously to contribute to socialist revolution.

It would,be possible-to fill up volumes dealing
with the near miracles that the Chinese working
class has been able to accomplish, just since the
Cultural Revolution began. The point is that it is
revolution-that is, criticizing the old ideas and
habits, seizing back that part of power usurped
by the capitalist roaders, further transforming the
relations of production and carrying forward the
struggle in the superstructure:that has unleashed the creative power of the masses to

further liberate and develop the productive
f

orces.

The tremendous advance _in developing production in the wake of the Cultural Revolution is
living proof that the slogan, "grasp revolution,
I

'
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ppmote production", correctly expresses the relationship between the relations of production
and the productrve forces and is a powerful refutation of the revisionist "theory of the productive forces." lf the working class has state power
it will be able to transform the face of society
and develop the economy rapidly, even if it'starts
out without a single steel mill. lf thb wo;king
class loses state power all the advanced prodUctive faCilfties will simply be transformed into the
capital of a new bourgeoisie to exploit th'e working class. Karl Marx wrote that "the greatest productive power is the revolutionary class itself."
The Cultural Revolution ,in China is living proof
of this.
SI.}MMARY

The main lessons of the Cultural Revolution can
be summarized as follows:

1. The Cultural Revolution demonstrated that
the method for preventing capitalist restoiation
and for regaining power in those institutions

where the bourgeoisie has usurped control is the
method of mass revolutionary struggle and
seizure of power-,from below.

.

2. The Cultural Bevolution was a tremendous
struggle to rectify the Communist Party. By
arousing the masses 4nd encouraging their
criticism, Mao and the protetarian headquarters
in the Party were able to isolate and defeat thebourgeois headquarters, weed out counterrevolutionaries and degenerate elements, bring
fresh blood into the Party, and strengthen ttie
ideological and political unity of the Party.
3. The Cultural Revolution demonstrfied the
necessity for the working class to exercise dictatorship in all fields, including all aspects of the

superstructure---education, literature and art, etc.
4. The Cultural Revolution provided powerful
proof of the Marxist-Leninistl principle that
socialist construction must be cairied out by relying on the masses, and putting proletarian
politics in command, as expressed in the slogan,
'rgrasp revolution, prom6te production," summarizing the correct relatiijnship between the relations of production and the forces of production.
5. The Cultural Revolution was a great exercise in proletarian democracy in which the
masses themselves struggled out what was right
and wrong, criticized everything they felt was not
in their interests, and exerciseld supervision over
the Party and state.
6. The Cultural Revolution was a profound
education for the masses of Chinese people who
deepened their grasp of Marxism-Leninism in the
course of fierce and complicated mass struggle.
And this was a great school of. class warfare'for
training successdrs to the revolution.
This last point is crucial. Without strengthening
their ability to determine genuine from sham
Marxism, the masses of Chinese people could
not have identif ied the bourgeois headquarters.
and smashed it, they could not, in the final
analysis, have prevented capitalist restoration and
seized back power from below

t
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Through the many twists and turns of the
Cultural Revolution, everyone', revolutionary and
counter-revolutionary alike, spoke in the name of
Mao Tsetung. But the problem was to figure out
what line represented Mao Tsetung Thougttt-the
outlook and interests of the proletariat-and
which represented the bourgeoisie and revisionism, disgui3ing itself as Mao Tsetung
Thought.

And this has been proven to be all ihe more
crucial, since Lin Piao, Chen Po-ta and others
used the struggle against Liu Shao-chi as a cover
to build up their own bourgeois headquarters.
After Liu was overthrown, and the Cultural
Revolution was consolidated on a certain level at
the Ninth Congress of the Chinese Corhmunist
Party in t969, [he struggle against Lin Piao ahO
his clique became very acute. Lin Piao even went
so far as attempting to assassinate Mao.
But Lin failed, was exposed and died in a
plane crash in September 1971 while fleeing
China. ln the three years since then, the struggle
against revisionism, and the mass movement to
carry forward and build on the lessons of the
Cultural Revolution, has continued in new forms,
now concentrating in the campaign to Criticize
Lin Piao and Confucius.
And the key lesson that was emphasized at the
Tenth Party Congress in 1973, summing up the
two-line struggles in the Chinese revolution (the
struggle between the bourgeois and proletarian
lines, between Marxism and revisionism, within
the Communist Party) was, in the words of Mao
Tsetung, "the correctness or incorrectness of the
ideological and political line decides everything."
As the example of Lin Piao shows, the Cultural
Revolution did,not and could not prevent the
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restoration, of capitalism once and for all, or rorjt
the revisionists for all time. As Mao emphasized

repeatedly during the Cultural Revolution, there
will be.a need for many such revolutions in the

future, because, as he had already summed up in
1962, socialist society covers a considerably long
historical period. ln the historical
"period of socialism, there are stilltc/asses, c/ass
,.-contradictions, and class struggle,' there is the
qtiuggle betwgen the socra/rst road, the capitalist
- iqad, and there is the danger of cagiitalist restoration. We must recognize the protacted and complex
nature of this struggle. We must heighten our
vigitance. We mu$t correctly understand ind handle
class contra dictions and ciass struggte, distinguish
the cbntradictions between ,oursdlves and the
enemy from those among the peiople aN handte
thgm correctly. atherwise a socralist country like
ours will turn into its opposite and degenerate, and
a capitalist restoraticin will take place. From now on
we must remind ourse/res ol this every year, every
,month, and every day so that we can retain a rather
sober understanding of this problem and have a
M arxist- Leninist line.

The neg'ativb experience of the Soviet Union is
clear proof of this. ,But, even 5nore importantly,
the tremendously positive experience of the
Cultural Revolution and the continUing mass
struggle against capitalist roaders and the
bourgeoisie in every sphere in China shows that
the working class not only can conquer power
and begin the process of socialist transfo'rmation,
but can continue to, make revolution, advance
along the socialist r,oad and ,lead mankind
throughout the world.in reaching communism.

